Case Study: Biotechnology

Enterprise-wise Digital
Transformation Readiness
Assessment
A Top Biotechnology firm in the
US accelerated its digital agenda
by turning to AiRo Digital Labs for
Current State Assessment and
Digital Readiness Evaluation.
One of the largest Bio repository
organizations of the world, was looking for
partner to design and implement a
comprehensive digital strategy for
sustained business advantage. The
outdated manual processes and mundane
tasks were affecting performance and
profitability, along with wasting precious
people resources. To overcome the
challenge, an automation roadmap with
high level scoping of all organizational
processes is essential. This includes industry
heatmaps, organizational charts and an
understanding of business units to map the
processes into automation quadrants for
prioritization.
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Profiled Organization

One of the top 10 Biotechnology
firms in the U.S. which collects,
stores, and distributes standard
reference microorganisms, cell
lines and other materials for
research and development.

Outcomes
▪

Process automation feasibility
assessment report

▪

Process optimization
suggestions

▪

5-year ROI calculations

▪

RPA implementation plan
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The organization wide assessment identifies
complexity level for different processes and
potential FTE repurposing. Additional
process prioritization factors such as
business reasons, regulatory and
compliance reasons etc. are also considered
to identify quick wins and low hanging
fruits for automation. Automating business
processes can help in quality
improvements, error reduction, productivity
gains and cost savings. The bots enable
flexibility to scale up and down as required
and provide business agility.

Digital Transformation Journey
AiRo adopted its RAFD (Rapid
Assessment Framework and
Development) methodology for process
optimization. We believe that biotech
firms can benefit from RPA to have
better cognitive insight to make
decisions quicker. Automating highly
repetitive manual processes will
accelerate the time to value and unlock
the human workforce to focus on critical
business-centric activities.
The journey began with RPA due
diligence – assessment of in scope
business areas, identification and
prioritization of processes ripe for
automation. Discovery workshops with
SMEs were critical for this step. We
helped the client estimate benefits of
automation through a PoC and then the
RPA delivery team mobilized RPA
program including structure,
methodology, governance etc. An overall
RPA Implementation Roadmap and
Detailed Plan including Business Case,
objectives, timelines, resource
requirements, internal & external cost
projections & ROI analysis was shared
with the client.
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We input RPA software bots, cognitive
capabilities, and analytics — to automate
critical functions within finance and
accounting, human resource, IT, QA/RA,
customer support, and regulatory
compliance functions.
For example, cognitive automation can
help extract valuable information from
forms and convert it into a usable format,
making it easier for quickly making
decisions.
Innovative biotech and biopharma
companies are exploring RPA for life
sciences to lead from the front in this
golden age of productivity creating
employee work satisfaction, new
discoveries, and fiscal prosperity.
The clear advantages to RPA are both
speed and consistency in data entry, data
analysis, quality control, and audit
readiness in activities including clinical,
regulatory, safety, and lab operations. A
faster process also delivers market
advantage of avoiding delays and
reassigning the human workforce to
higher-value activities related to core
research and drug development.

Today’s Scenario
AiRo helped setting up the customer's CoE
and continues to offer consulting services,
ensuring new initiatives to reuse or adapt
existing bots and code for quicker
deployment; we also assist the evolution
of the customer towards smart digital
workflows, AI-based chat and process
mining, holding these initiatives in line
with the overall automation strategy and
business objectives of the customer.
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About AiRo

AiRo Digital Labs is an award-winning Chicago-headquartered, Digital 2.0 Consulting firm, with expertise in business
transformation through digital convergence of Cognitive Automation, Machine Learning, Voice technology and
Industrial IoT. We are strategic advisors for digital future in industries such as Healthcare, Pharma and Life Sciences,
Manufacturing, Hi- tech and Retail / CPG. With an agile and collaborative approach, we apply digital convergence to
enable sustained business advantage across the 4 dimensions of – cost, speed, accuracy and customer experience.
The AiRo Innovation Factory has developed award-winning solutions to solve everyday business challenges..
Learn how AiRo helps clients on their digital transformation journey at www.airodigitallabs.com

Global Headquarter
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1755 Park St, Suite #200,
Naperville IL 60563.
Tel no: +1 (312) 975 7173

India Office

AiRo Digital Labs Pvt. Ltd.
9th Floor, Tower-B, SAS
Towers, Medicity, Sector 38,
Gurgaon, 122002, Haryana
Tel no: 0124-4111453

Vietnam Office

Ho Chi Minh City Lab,
Saigon Hi-Tech Park, Tan
Phu Ward, Dist. 9,
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
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